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Gesammelte Abhandlungen. By Robert Bunsen. Herausgegeben von 
Wilhelm Ostwald und Max Bodenstein. r6 x 24 cm. Brster Band : cxxiii -r 

5 3 5 j j .  Zweiter Band: v iC66opp.  Dvitter Band:  vi-C 637pp. Le i j z ig  : 
Wilhelm Engelmann, 1904. Price : papev, 50 ; bound, 54 marks.  - The pub- 
lication of these three volumes was undertaken by the Bunsen Society, with 
Ostwald and Bodlander as editors. Everything has been included which was 
published as a paper under Bunsen’s name. This excludes the work of Norton 
and Hillebrand on cerium, and that of Matthiessen on the electrolytic prepara- 
tion of the metal of the alkalies and the alkaline earths. Bunsen was one of 
the great figures in chemistry, and this edition of his works should be studied 
carefully by every chemist. 

The first volume contains, as introduction, memorial addresses by Roscoe, 
Rathke, and Ostwald ; also the speech in which Ostwald urged the German 
Electrochemical Society to change its name to German Bunsen Society. The 
papers by Bunsen in this volume include those on arsenic and arsenic com- 
pounds ; on blast-furnace gases ; on the Bunsen cell ; and on the electrolysis 
of fused salts. The second volume is filled with papers arising out of Bunsen’s 
visit to Iceland and with work on gas analysis and the temperature of the 
flame. In  volume three we find the photochemical papers ; the first descrip- 
tion of the Bunsen burner ; the blow-pipe tests ; the whole series of papers on 
spectroscopic analysis, including the discovery of caesium and rubidium ; the 
descriptions of the water pump, the ice calorimeter and the steam calorimeter ; 
the methods of water analysis ; and the observations on the condensation of 
carbon dioxide on glass surfaces. 

Ostwald says of Bunsen, that  next to Liebig, he was the most successful 
teacher of chemistry that the world has ever known. The names of Kolbe, 
Frankland, Landolt, Tyndall, Lothar Meyer, Pebal, Roscoe, Horstmann, Beil- 
stein, Lieben, v. Baeyer, and V. Meyer, show the class of men who worked in 
the laboratory. In  regard to this, Roscoe says : “SO from Bunsen all who had 
eyes to see and ears to hear might learn the important lesson that to found, or 
to carry on successfully, a school of chemistry the professor must work with, 
and alongside of, the pupil, and that for him to delegate that duty to an assist- 
ant,  however able, is a grave error.” Although these words were spoken in 
1900, Roscoe was referring explicitly to the time before 1876. Ostwald is even 
more frank and admits that the quality of the students fell off in the last years, 
Ostwald attributes this to a growing disinclination on the part of Bunsen to 
devote the same energy to the students. While this may be the case, it  seems 
probable that two other factors are to be considered. The first is that the in- 
vestigations carried on after 1866 were distinctly less interesting and less im- 
portant than those done before this date. The second is that  with the develop- 
ment of organic chemistry, Bunsen ceased more and more to be a leader. A 
new branch of science had grown up about which he cared little. LVhen we 
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reflect that organic chemistry has held for gears the place of honor in unker -  
sities all over the world, i t  is easy to see that Bunsen might have seemed to 
many a magnificent survival from a past that was gone to return no more, 
Fortunately Bunsen lived long enough to see the beginnings of a new period. 
H e  was essentially a physical chemist ; physical chemistry is slowly but surely 
relegating the orthodox organic chemistry to a minor position ; and it is to a 
society of physical chemists that we owe this splendid edition of Bunsen’s 
works. Wilder 17. Eancvoft 

Die heterogenen Gleichgewichte vom Standpunkte der Phasenlehre. BY H. 
LV, Bakhuis RoozebooTn. Zweites Hef t  : Sjsteme aus zwei KomponeizteiL. 
Erstey Teil. z4 X 22 cwz ; pp. xiz t 465. B7,aunschzueig : Friedrich Vieweg 
uizd Sohn, ’904‘. -This second number contains the first part of the heteroge- 
neous equilibria in binary systems. It gives a complete outline of the equilibria 
between solid, liquid and gaseous phases for those binary mixtures in which 
only the components or allotropic forms of the same appear as solid phases. 

“The  inter-relation of all these equilibria is brought out in a solid figure of 
my own invention, in which I have taken temperature, pressure, and the con- 
centration of the mixture as the coordinates. This can serve as the type of the 
large variety of binary niixtures which have been or may be studied. The 
special form which characterizes the equilibrium relations of each particular 
system is dependent on the relative volatility and fusibility of the components.” 

The main sections of the volume are : equilibrium between a liquid and a 
gaseous phase ; representation in space of equilibria ; melting and freezing 
phenomena under atmospheric pressure ; the same under varying pressures ; 
polymorphism. Of special interest is the chapter on methods for determining 
cooling curves and the nature of the solid phases. The methods forbdetermin- 
ing  the composition of solid phases are grouped under the headings : removal 
and analysis ; micrographic methods ; conductivity ; electromotive force ; heats 
of formation ; other methods. This is followed by seventy pages of applica- 
tions. 

There is an enormous amount of material in the book and it is very well 
arranged. The author has 
included the qualitative and quantitative relations. At first sight this seetns an 
admirable plan. While the qualitative relations are exact, the quantitative re. 
lations in many cases are but  first approximations. When these two sets of re- 
lations are interwoven there is danger of the student failing to distinguish 
between what is permanent and what is ephemeral. The treatment, adoptedby 
the author, makes the book appeal to a larger audience than would otherwise 
be the case and frees i t  from the charge of a one-sided treatment. These are 
real advantages, and i t  is by no means certain that they have been bought too 
dearly. 

Under 
a pressure of ZI cm, a solution saturated with respect to camphor colltains rela- 
tively less camphor than does the vapor. When such a solution is distilled, 
either the solid or  the liquid phase may disappear first, depending on tlle rela- 
tive amounts of each. This same phenomenon is also possible .rvith potassinn1 

There is only one point that IS open to criticism. 

A case of special interest is that of methyl salicylate and camphor. 
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nitrate and water, but the limiting coilcentrations are so small as to make the 
experiniental confirniation very difficult. 

Electro-Chemistry. Part I. General Theory. By R. A. Lehfeldt. In- 
cludzng a Chapter on the Relation of Chewical Constitutioz to Conductivity. 
By T. S. Moore. 12 X z8 cllz ; pp .  viiz -f 268. N e w  York : Longmans, Gtyeeic 
nitd Co., 1904 Price: douitd, $1.60. -The volume deals with the general 
theory of electrochemistry, the first chapter giving the relation between quan- 
tity of electricity and quantity of chemical action, while the third (and last) 
chapter gives the relation between electromotive force and intensity of chemical 
action. Between these two is inserted a chapter by T. S. Moore on the relation 
of chemical constitution and conductivity. 

The sections in the first chapter are : Faraday’s Laws ; mechanism of 
electrolysis ; phenomena at the electlodes; migration of ions ; conductivity of 
electrolytes ; equivalent and ionic conductivities ; Ayrhenius’s theory of disso- 
ciation ; the law of dilution ; conductivity of mixtures ; non-aqueous solu- 
tions ; conductions of fused salts. In the third chapter the sections are : voltaic 
and electrolytic cells ; electronlolive force ; electrode potential ; influence of 
concentration ; concentration polarization ; cheniical polarization ; thermo- 
dynamic theory ; methods of measurement. 

On p. 29 the theory offered for the persulphate formation ignores the fact 
that the niaximutn yield is obtained in neutral instead of acid solutions. The 
behavior of nickel as anode in caustic potash solutions, p. 30, is due quite as 
much to the nickel becoming passive as to the high concentratioxi of hydroxyl 
as ion. On p.  31 a typographical error makes the equation for hypochlorous 
acid quite mysterious. On p. 153 the author defines electromotive force as the 
work done per unit quantity of electricity flowing through the cell. Numer- 
ically this is true, but the unsuitableness of it appears when the author writes : 

Wildcr D.  Bnnwoft 

Joule 
cotromb ’ volt =- 

This is not a definition as is seen if we write it as follows : 
volt X coulomb volt = coulomb ‘ 

011 p. 146 there is also the statement that electromotive force and potential dif- 
ference are synonymous. This is the more surprising because, on p. 44, the 
author distinguishes sharply between conductance and conductivity. 

I t  is a pleasure to find numerical data, p. 31, for the relative amounts of 
chlorine and oxygen given off in the electrolysis of hydrochloric acid. On p. 
155 attention is called to the fact, too often overlooked, that Kelvin’s deduc- 
tion of the relation between electroniotive force and heat effect was based on 
the explicit assumption that there should be no heat effect inside the cell ex- 
cept the Joule heat. On p. 228 the possible error in using a voltmeter is 
brought out much more clearly than is usually the case. This is important be- 
cause some of the German instruments have such low resistances that they are 
quite unsuited for measuring potential differences in electrolytic circuits. The 
discussion of the flowing electrode, pp. 194-201, is good and the author comes 
to the very sane conclusion “ t h a t  the question of absolute potentials is at 
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present only approximately settled.” He qnotes the recent work of Palmaer, 
which tends to make the potential difference of the decinormal calomel elec- 
trode 0.572 volt instead of 0.616 volt, but does not mention the results of Bil- 
litzer. 

The conclusions in regard to the deviations from the simple laws of dilute 
solutions, p. 219, are worth quoting in full : - 

‘ I  (a) For great dilution (say millinornial and under) the solutions of elec- 
trolytes may be regarded as completely ionized, and as giving osmotic pressure 
(with change of freezing- and boiling-point) and electromotive force in accord- 
ance with the simple law of gases, and the conductivity calculated on the same 
assumptions together with the rule that the mobility of the ions is independent 
of their concentration. 

‘ (  ( 6 )  For somewhat greater concentrations the degree of ionization must 
not be regarded as complete, but must be calculated by the law of mass action 
in the form of Ostwald’s rule, otherwise the laws of dilute solutions still hold. 

“ (c) For the next stage of concentration jdeci- to centi-normal in the case 
of KCI, HCl, etc.), the law of mass action must be applied in the more complex 
form indicated by the new theory of Jahn and Kernst ; hence the logarithmic 
rule for electromotive force must be given up  (as regards strong electrolytes); 
further, it is probable that the mobility of the ions is sensibly affected by con- 
centration, in which case the conductivity is no longer an exact measure of 
degree of ionization. The osmotic pressure, however, probably still follows 
the laws of gases approximately. 

“ ( d )  Finally, for strong solutions even the last statement no longer holds. 
The osmotic pressure may still be calculated from the electroniotive force, but 
there is no safe guide to the degree of ionization.” 

Die Galvanoplastik. By 141. Pfanlih,amer. ( iVo?togi*aphien ii6er arqe- 
wandte Ebktrochernie. A% Rand.)  z7 X 24 cvz I. j@. xi -C 137. Halle : 
Wilhelin Knapp, ‘904. Pvice : #ape?*, 4 nzai*ks. - The author discusses 
methods of preparation, plating baths, formation of thick deposits, anodes, 
apparatus, and special processes. Besides the information which is purely 
useful, there is a great deal that is also suggestive. The different behavior of 
ammonium and sodium salts in nickel baths, p. 43, is interesting even though 
one would like a little more proof in regard to the formation of a nickel ammo- 
nium alloy. The precipitation of flexible nickel from hot acid solution, p. 49, 
needs explanation. Under iron, p. 67, we find the statement made very clearly 
that the difficulty in depositing nickel on nickel or iron 011 iron is due to the 
formation of a surface film. The formation of bright deposits, p. 87, in 
presence of emulsions is a phenomenon which calls for explanation, The fact, 
p. 106, that lead cannot be cast direct upon copper suggests relations between 
the strength of castings and the adherence of plating deposits. The reviewer 
was much interested in the following paragraph, p. 73, because he had reached 
a similar point of view independently though subsequently. 

‘ I  It is not to be denied that there is a certain analogy between the electro- 
lytic precipitation of metals and the crystallizat~oii of salts. The change from 
liquid to solid always occurs with formation of crystals, and  larger and more 
handsome crystals are obtained from solutions the slower the crystallization 

Wilder U .  Bancroft 
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takes place. The comparison between the formation of crystals and electrolytic 
deposits is therefore justified in  this point because one can detect a perceptibly 
crystalline structure when the metal has been precipitated with a very low cur- 
rent density a t  the  cathode. Under the microscope the fracture is seen to have 
a finer grain the  higher the current density used, in  other words, the more sud- 
den the change from the state of ions to that of metal.” Wilder D. Bancroft 

Carborundum. By  Francis A.  J. Fitz-Gerald. Ins Deutsche ube~tvagen 
van M a x  Hzdh. ( Moizographien zrber angewandte Elektrochemie. X l l l .  
Rand. ) 16 X 24 cvz ; p@. 44. Halle : Wilhelm Knapp, 1904. Price : paper, 
z marks. -A historical introduction is followed by a chapter on the Acheson 
carborundum furnace. Then comes a chapter on purification, properties and 
analysis of carborundani, one on the applications of carborundum, and a final 
one in which Dorsemagen’s proposal to make zinc and carborundum simul- 
taneously is criticized. The use of salt in the charge is thought to be advan- 
tageous in carrying off iron. If the salt is really advantageous, it seems more 
probzble that its function is the same as that of the sawdust, to make the mass 
more porous. The reviewer would have welcomed a diagram showing the 
voltage and current changes for some furnace during an actual thirty-six hour 
run. It is interesting to 
notice the detection of adulterations by floating up the carborundum from the 
corundum by means of a solution of methylene iodide in benzene. 

This might well be inserted in the English Edition. 

Wilder U .  Bancroft 
Ready Reference Tables. B y  Carl Hering. VoZ. 1 : Conz’ersion Factom. 

ro x r7 c m ;  pp. x v i i i  + r96. .We70 Yovk : John Wiley and Sons, ‘904. 
Price : bound, $2.50. - In  a previous notice of this book (8, 510)  i t  was stated 
that reference was made only to the legal volt. This was an error as the follow- 
ing quotation shows. I ’  The value adopted at the Reichsanstalt for the electro- 
motive force of the Clark cell is based upon a determination of its E. M. F. in 
terms of the electrochemical equivalent of silver and the unit of resistance, and 
also upon a similar determination of the E. M. P. of the Weston or cadmium 
cell, together with a determination of the ratio of the values of these two cells. 
As the values thus obtained for the Clark and Weston or cadmium cells by the 
silver voltameter did not agree with the directly determilied ratio, each of the 
silver voltameter determinations was given equal weight and t h e  two separate 
values adjusted so as to give the ratio directly determined. The Reichsanstalt’s 
value thus ohtained for the Clark cell is 1.43285 instead of 1.434 as defined by 
the International Congress, and legal in this country. This Reichsanstalt valne 
may be more accurate, but is not legalized here. As the cells are the same, 
this makes a very slight difference between the volt used by the Reichsanstalt 
and that legal and used in this country ( the international volt). The National 
Bureau of Standards uses as the fundamental units those of resistance and 
electromotive force, obtaining the ampere from them, thus bringing all three 
into agreement with each other. According to Weston the international con- 
crete volt, ampere, and ohm, as defined by the Chicago Congress, agree with 
each other.” Wilder D. Eancrofi 


